
This section sets forth a summary of the most significant laws and regulations that affect our
business activities in China, the United States, the United Kingdom and Germany.

REGULATIONS IN CHINA

REGULATIONS AND APPROVALS COVERING THE MANUFACTURING OF NEW
ENERGY VEHICLES

The NDRC promulgated the Provisions on Administration of Investment in Automobile
Industry (《汽車產業投資管理規定》) (the “Investment Provisions”), which became
effective on January 10, 2019. According to the Investment Provisions, enterprises are
encouraged to, through equity investment and cooperation in production capacity, enter into
strategic cooperation relationship, carry out joint research and development of products,
organize manufacturing activities jointly and increase industrial concentration. The
advantageous resources in production, high learning, research, application and other areas shall
be integrated and core enterprises in automobile industry shall be propelled to form industrial
alliance and industrial consortium.

According to the Regulations on the Administration of Newly Established Pure Electric
Passenger Vehicle Enterprises (《新建純電動乘用車企業管理規定》) (the “New Electric
Passenger Vehicle Enterprise Regulations”), which became effective on July 10, 2015,
before our vehicles (including our current vehicles manufactured in cooperation with JAC) can
be added to the Announcement of Vehicle Manufacturers and Products (《道路機動車輛生產
企業及產品公告》) (the “Manufacturers and Products Announcement”), issued by the
MIIT, a procedure that is required in order for our vehicles to be approved for manufacture and
sale in China, our vehicles must meet the applicable requirements set forth in relevant laws and
regulations. Such relevant laws and regulations include, among others, the Administrative
Rules on the Admission of New Energy Vehicle Manufacturers and Products (《新能源汽車生
產企業及產品准入管理規定》) (the “MIIT Admission Rules”), which became effective on
July 1, 2017 and was amended on July 24, 2020, and the Administrative Rules on the Admission
of Passenger Vehicles Manufacturer and Products (《乘用車生產企業及產品准入管理規則》),
which became effective on January 1, 2012, and pass the review by the MIIT. NEVs that have
entered into the Manufacturers and Products Announcement are required to undergo regular
inspection every three years by the MIIT so that the MIIT may determine whether the vehicles
remain qualified to stay in the Manufacturers and Products Announcement.

According to the MIIT Admission Rules, in order for our vehicles to enter into the
Manufacturers and Products Announcement, our vehicles must satisfy certain conditions,
including, among others, meeting certain standards set out therein, meeting other safety and
technical requirements specified by the MIIT, and passing inspections conducted by a
state-recognized testing institution. Once such conditions for vehicles are met and the
application has been approved by the MIIT, the qualified vehicles are published in the
Manufacturers and Products Announcement by the MIIT. Where any new energy vehicle
manufacturer manufactures or sells any model of a new energy vehicle without the prior
approval of the competent authorities, including being published in the Manufacturers and
Products Announcement by the MIIT, it may be subject to penalties, including fines, forfeiture
of any illegally manufactured and sold vehicles and spare parts and revocation of its business
licenses.
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REGULATIONS ON COMPULSORY PRODUCT CERTIFICATION

Under the Administrative Regulations on Compulsory Product Certification (《強制性產品認
證管理規定》) which was promulgated by the General Administration of Quality Supervision,
Inspection and Quarantine (the “QSIQ”, which has been merged into the SAMR), on July 3,
2009 and became effective on September 1, 2009, and the List of the First Batch of Products
Subject to Compulsory Product Certification (《第一批實施強制性產品認證的產品目錄》)
which was promulgated by the QSIQ in association with the State Certification and
Accreditation Administration Committee on December 3, 2001 and became effective on May
1, 2002, SAMR, as the successor of QSIQ, is responsible for the regulation and quality
certification of automobiles. Automobiles and parts and components must not be sold, exported
or used in operating activities until they are certified by designated certification authorities of
the PRC as qualified products and granted certification marks.

REGULATIONS RELATING TO PARALLEL CREDITS POLICY ON VEHICLE
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS

On September 27, 2017, the MIIT, the MOF, the MOFCOM, the General Administration of
Customs of PRC and the SAMR jointly promulgated the Measure for the Parallel
Administration of the Corporate Average Fuel Consumption and New Energy Vehicle Credits
of Passenger Vehicle Enterprises (《乘用車企業平均燃料消耗量與新能源汽車積分並行管理
辦法》) (the “Parallel Credits Measure”), which were most recently amended on June 15,
2020 and took effect on January 1, 2021. Under the Parallel Credits Measure, each of the
vehicle manufacturers and vehicle importers above a certain scale is required to, among other
things, maintain its new energy vehicles credits, or the NEV credits, and corporate average fuel
consumption credits, above zero, regardless of whether NEVs or ICE vehicles are
manufactured or imported by it, and NEV credits can be earned only by manufacturing or
importing NEVs. Therefore, NEV manufacturers will enjoy preferences in obtaining and
calculating NEV credits.

NEV credits are equal to the aggregate actual scores of a vehicle manufacturer or a vehicle
importer minus its aggregate targeted scores. According to the Parallel Credits Measure, the
actual scores shall be calculated by multiplying the score of each new energy vehicle model,
which depends on various metrics such as the driving range, battery energy efficiency and the
rated power of fuel cell systems, and is calculated based on formula published by MIIT (in the
case of battery electric vehicle, the NEV credit of each vehicle is equal to (0.0056 x Vehicle
Mileage + 0.4) x Mileage Adjustment Coefficient x Battery Energy Density Adjustment
Coefficient x Electricity Consumption Coefficient), by the respective production or import
volume, while the targeted scores shall be calculated by multiplying the annual production or
import volume of traditional ICEs of a vehicle manufacturer or importer by the NEV credit
ratio set by the MIIT. The NEV credit ratios are 14%, 16% and 18% for the years of 2021, 2022
and 2023, respectively, increasing from 10% and 12% for 2019 and 2020, respectively. Excess
positive NEV credits are tradable and may be sold to other enterprises through a credit
management system established by the MIIT while excess positive corporate average fuel
consumption credits can only be carried forward or transferred among related parties. Negative
NEV credits can be offset by purchasing excess positive NEV credits from other manufacturers
or importers.

According to these measures, the requirements on the NEV credits shall be considered for the
entry approval of passenger vehicle manufacturers and products by the regulators. If a
passenger vehicle enterprise fails to offset its negative credits, its new products, if the fuel
consumption of which does not reach the target fuel consumption value for a certain vehicle
models as specified in the Evaluation Methods and Indicators for the Fuel Consumption of
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Passenger Vehicles (《乘用車燃料消耗量評價方法及指標》), will not be listed in the
Announcement of the Vehicle Manufacturers and Products (《道路機動車輛生產企業及產
品》) issued by the MIIT, or will not be granted the compulsory product certification, and the
vehicle enterprises may be subject to penalties according to the relevant rules and regulations.

REGULATIONS ON ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE

Pursuant to the Guidance Opinions of the General Office of the State Council on Accelerating
the Promotion and Application of the New Energy Vehicles (《國務院辦公廳關於加快新能源
汽車推廣應用的指導意見》), which became effective on July 14, 2014, the Guidance Opinions
of the General Office of the State Council on Accelerating the Development of Charging
Infrastructures of the Electric Vehicle (《國務院辦公廳關於加快電動汽車充電基礎設施建設
的指導意見》), which became effective on September 29, 2015, the Guidance on the
Development of Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure (2015-2020) (《電動汽車充電基礎設
施發展指南(2015–2020年)》), which became effective on October 9, 2015, and the
Development Plan for the New-energy Vehicle Industry (2021-2035) (《新能源汽車產業發展規
劃(2021—2035年)》), which became effective on October 20, 2020, the PRC government
encourages the construction and development of charging infrastructure for electric vehicles,
such as charging stations and battery swap stations, and only centralized charging and battery
replacement power stations are required to obtain approvals for construction, permits from the
relevant authorities.

The Circular on Accelerating the Development of Electrical Vehicle Charging Infrastructures
in Residential Areas (《關於加快居民區電動汽車充電基礎設施建設的通知》) promulgated on
July 25, 2016 provides that the operators of electrical vehicle charging and battery swap
infrastructure are required to be covered under liability insurance policies to protect the
purchasers of electric vehicles, covering the safety of electric vehicle charging.

REGULATIONS ON AUTOMOBILE SALES

Pursuant to the Administrative Measures on Automobile Sales (《汽車銷售管理辦法》)
promulgated by the MOFCOM, April 5, 2017, which became effective on July 1, 2017,
automobile suppliers and dealers are required to file with relevant authorities through the
information system for the national automobile circulation operated by the competent
commerce department within 90 days after the receipt of a business license. Where there is any
change to the information concerned, automobile suppliers and dealers must update such
information within 30 days after such change.

REGULATIONS ON THE RECALL OF DEFECTIVE AUTOMOBILES

On October 22, 2012, the State Council promulgated the Administrative Provisions on
Defective Automotive Product Recalls (《缺陷汽車產品召回管理條例》), which became
effective on January 1, 2013 and were amended on March 2, 2019. The product quality
supervision department of the State Council is responsible for the supervision and
administration of recalls of defective automotive products nationwide. Pursuant to the
administrative provisions, manufacturers of automobile products are required to take measures
to eliminate defects in products they sell. A manufacturer must recall all defective automobile
products. Failure to recall such products may result in an order to recall the defective products
from the quality supervisory authority of the State Council. If any operator conducting sales,
leasing, or repair of vehicles discovers any defect in automobile products, it must cease to sell,
lease or use the defective products and must assist manufacturers in the recall of those
products. Manufacturers must recall their products through publicly available channels and
publicly announce the defects. Manufacturers must take measures to eliminate or cure defects,
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including rectification, identification, modification, replacement or return of the products.
Manufacturers that attempt to conceal defects or do not recall defective automobile products
in accordance with relevant regulations will be subject to penalties, including fines, forfeiture
of any income earned in violation of law and revocation of licenses.

Pursuant to the Implementation Rules on the Administrative Provisions on Defective
Automotive Product Recalls (《缺陷汽車產品召回管理條例實施辦法》), which became
effective on January 1, 2016 and was latest amended on October 23, 2020, if a manufacturer
is aware of any potential defect in its automobiles, it must investigate in a timely manner and
report the results of such investigation to the SAMR. Where any defect is found during the
investigations, the manufacturer must cease to manufacture, sell, or import the relevant
automobile products and recall such products in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations.

On November 23, 2020, the SAMR issued the Circular on Further Improving the Regulation
of Recall of Automobile with Over-the-Air (OTA) Technology (《關於進一步加強汽車遠程升級
(OTA)技術召回監管的通知》), pursuant to which automobiles manufacturers that provide
technical services through OTA are required to complete filing with the SAMR and those who
have provided such services through OTA must complete such filing before December 31,
2020. In addition, if an automaker uses OTA technology to eliminate defects and recalls its
defective products, it must make a recall plan and complete a filing with the SAMR.

REGULATIONS ON PRODUCT LIABILITY

Pursuant to the Product Quality Law of the PRC (《中華人民共和國產品質量法》),
promulgated on February 22, 1993 and latest amended on December 29, 2018, a manufacturer
is prohibited from producing or selling products that do not meet applicable standards and
requirements for safeguarding human health and ensuring human and property safety. Products
must be free from unreasonable dangers threatening human and property safety. Where a
defective product causes physical injury to a person or property damage, the aggrieved party
may make a claim for compensation from the producer or the seller of the product. Producers
and sellers of non-compliant products may be ordered to cease the production or sale of the
products and could be subject to confiscation of the products and/or fines. Earnings from sales
in contravention of such standards or requirements may also be confiscated, and in severe
cases, an offender’s business license may be revoked.

FAVORABLE GOVERNMENT POLICIES RELATING TO NEW ENERGY VEHICLES
IN THE PRC

On November 2, 2020, the State Council issued the Development Plan for the New-energy
Vehicle Industry (2021-2035) (《新能源汽車產業發展規劃(2021-2035年)》), in order to boost
the high-quality development of NEVs from 2021 to 2035. The development plan is
implemented with a view to achieve the following goals: (i) the core technologies of NEVs,
such as the power batteries, drive motors and vehicle operating systems, will make significant
breakthroughs and reach the international advanced level; (ii) the sales volume of NEVs will
reach around 20% of the total sales volume of new vehicles; (iii) the average power
consumption of NEVs will drop to 12.0 kWh per 100 kilometers; (iv) the technology research
and development and industrialization of the solid power battery will be accelerated, and the
recycling system regarding the power battery recycling, cascade utilization and resource
regeneration will be perfected; (v) the charging and swapping infrastructures will be
accelerated with the overall coordination with urban and rural construction planning, power
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grid planning and property management, and urban parking; and (vi) the NEV industry will
actively participate in the formulation of international rules and standards and facilitate the
formation of an open, transparent, and inclusive international NEV market environment.

Government Subsidies for Purchasers of New Energy Vehicles

On April 22, 2015, the Ministry of Finance (the “MOF”), the Ministry of Science and
Technology (the “MOST”), the MIIT and the NDRC jointly issued the Circular on the
Financial Support Policies on the Promotion and Application of New Energy Vehicles in
2016-2020 (《關於2016–2020年新能源汽車推廣應用財政支持政策的通知》) (the “Financial
Support Circular”), which took effect on the same day. The Financial Support Circular
provides that those who purchase new energy vehicles specified in the Catalogue of
Recommended New Energy Vehicle Models for Promotion and Application (《新能源汽車推廣
應用工程推薦車型目錄》) by the MIIT (the “Recommended NEV Catalogue”), may obtain
subsidies from the PRC national government. Pursuant to the Financial Support Circular, a
purchaser may purchase a new energy vehicle from a seller by paying the original price minus
the subsidy amount, and the seller may obtain the subsidy amount from the government after
such new energy vehicle is sold to the purchaser. The Financial Support Circular also provided
a preliminary phase-out schedule for the provision of subsidies.

On December 29, 2016, the MOF, the MOST, the MIIT and the NDRC jointly issued the
Circular on Adjusting the Subsidy Policy for the Promotion and Application of New Energy
Vehicles (《關於調整新能源汽車推廣應用財政補貼政策的通知》) (the “Circular on
Adjusting the Subsidy Policy”), which took effect on January 1, 2017, to adjust the existing
subsidy standard for purchasers of new energy vehicles. The Circular on Adjusting the Subsidy
Policy capped the local subsidies at 50% of the national subsidy amount, and further specified
that national subsidies for purchasers purchasing certain new energy vehicles (except for fuel
cell vehicles) from 2019 to 2020 will be reduced by 20% as compared to 2017 subsidy
standards.

The subsidy standard is reviewed and updated on an annual basis. The 2020 subsidy standard,
effective from April 23, 2020, was provided in the Circular on Improving the Subsidy Policies
for the Promotion and Application of New Energy Vehicles (《關於完善新能源汽車推廣應用
財政補貼政策的通知》) jointly promulgated by the MOF, the MOST, the MIIT and the NDRC
on the same day. The 2020 subsidy standard reduces the base subsidy amount by 10% for each
NEV, sets subsidies for 2 million vehicles as the upper limit of annual subsidy scale; and
provides that national subsidy shall only apply to an NEV that is either (i) with the sale price
under RMB300,000 or (ii) equipped with battery swapping mechanism. Given all of our
vehicles are equipped with battery swapping mechanism, as advised by our PRC Legal Adviser,
purchasers of all of our vehicles, regardless of sales price, are eligible to enjoy the subsidies
provided by the PRC government to purchasers of new energy vehicles. The 2021 subsidy
standard, effective from January 1, 2021, was provided in the Circular on Further Improving
the Subsidy Policies for the Promotion and Application of New Energy Vehicles (《關於進一
步完善新能源汽車推廣應用財政補貼政策的通知》) jointly promulgated by the MOF, the
MOST, the MIIT and the NDRC on December 31, 2020. The 2021 subsidy standard reduces the
base subsidy amount by 20% for each NEV on the basis of that for the previous year. Further,
the current 2022 subsidy standard, effective from January 1, 2022, was provided in the Circular
on Financial Subsidy Policies for the Promotion and Application of New Energy Vehicles in
Year 2022 (《關於2022年新能源汽車推廣應用財政補貼政策的通知》) jointly promulgated by
the MOF, the MOST, the MIIT and the NDRC on December 31, 2021. The current 2022 subsidy
standard reduces the base subsidy amount by 30% for each NEV from that for the previous
year. The new energy vehicles subsidy policy will be terminated on December 31, 2022.
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Exemption of Vehicle Purchase Tax

On December 26, 2017, the MOF, the SAT, the MIIT and the MOST jointly issued the
Announcement on Exemption of Vehicle Purchase Tax for New Energy Vehicle (《關於免徵新
能源汽車車輛購置稅的公告》) (the “Announcement on Exemption of Vehicle Purchase
Tax”). On June 28, 2019, the MOF and the SAT jointly issued the Renewal of Preferential
Policies on Vehicle Purchase Tax (《繼續執行的車輛購置稅優惠政策》) (the “Renewal
Announcement”). Pursuant to the two announcements, from January 1, 2018 to December 31,
2020, the vehicle purchase tax which is applicable for ICE vehicles is not imposed on
purchases of qualified new energy vehicles listed in the Catalogue of New Energy Vehicle
Models Exempt from Vehicle Purchase Tax (《免徵車輛購置稅的新能源汽車車型目錄》) (the
“NEV Catalogue”), issued by the MIIT. Such announcement provides that the policy on
exemption of vehicle purchase tax is also applicable to new energy vehicles added to the NEV
Catalogue prior to December 31, 2017. On April 16, 2020, the MOF, the SAT and the MIIT
jointly issued the Announcement on Exemption of Vehicle Purchase Tax for New Energy Vehicle
(《關於新能源汽車免徵車輛購置稅有關政策的公告》), with effect from January 1, 2021,
which extends the vehicle purchase tax exemption period provided under the above two
announcements till December 31, 2022.

Non-imposition of Vehicle and Vessel Tax

Notice on Preferential Vehicle and Vessel Tax Policies for Energy-saving and New-energy
Vehicles and Vessels (《關於節能新能源車船享受車船稅優惠政策的通知》), which was
jointly promulgated by the MOF, the Ministry of Transport, the SAT and the MIIT on July 10,
2018, clarifies that NEVs are not subject to vehicle and vessel tax.

New Energy Vehicle License Plate

In recent years, in order to control the number of motor vehicles on the road, certain local
governments have issued restrictions on the issuance of vehicle license plates. These
restrictions generally do not apply to the issuance of license plates for new energy vehicles,
which makes it easier for purchasers of new energy vehicles to obtain automobile license
plates. For example, pursuant to the Implementation Measures on Encouraging Purchase and
Use of New Energy Vehicles in Shanghai (《上海市鼓勵購買和使用新能源汽車實施辦法》),
local authorities will issue new automobile license plates to qualified purchasers of new energy
vehicles without requiring such qualified purchasers to go through certain license-plate bidding
processes and to pay license-plate purchase fees as compared with purchasers of ICE vehicles.

Regulations on Value-added Telecommunications Services

In 2000, the State Council promulgated the Telecommunications Regulations of the PRC (《中
華人民共和國電信條例》) (the “Telecommunications Regulations”), which was most
recently amended in February 2016 and provides a regulatory framework for
telecommunications services providers in the PRC. The Telecommunications Regulations
categorize all telecommunications businesses in China as either basic or value-added.
Value-added telecommunications services are defined as telecommunications and information
services provided through public network infrastructure. Pursuant to the Classified Catalogue
of Telecommunications Services (《電信業務分類目錄》), an attachment to the
Telecommunications Regulations, which was most recently updated in June 2019 by the MIIT,
internet information services, or ICP services, are classified as value-added
telecommunications services. Under the Telecommunications Regulations and relevant
administrative measures, commercial operators of value-added telecommunications services
must first obtain a license for conducting Internet content provision services, or an ICP license,
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from the MIIT or its provincial level counterparts. Otherwise, such operator might be subject
to sanctions, including corrective orders and warnings, imposition of fines and confiscation of
illegal gains and, in the case of significant infringement, orders to close the website.

Pursuant to the Administrative Measures on Internet Information Services (《互聯網信息服務
管理辦法》), promulgated by the State Council in 2000 and amended in 2011, “internet
information services” refer to the provision of information through the internet to online users,
and are divided into “commercial internet information services” and “non-commercial internet
information services.” A commercial ICP service operator must obtain an ICP license before
engaging in any commercial ICP service within China, while the ICP license is not required if
the operator will only provide internet information on a non-commercial basis.

In addition to the regulations and measures above, the provision of commercial internet
information services on mobile internet applications are regulated by the Administrative
Provisions on Information Services of Mobile Internet Applications (《移動互聯網應用程序信
息服務管理規定》), promulgated by the State Internet Information Office in June 2016.
Information services providers of mobile internet applications are subject to these provisions,
including acquiring relevant qualifications and being responsible for management of
information security.

REGULATIONS ON AUTONOMOUS DRIVING

On July 27, 2021, the Ministry of Public Security and the Ministry of Transport issued
Administration of Road Testing and Demonstration Application of Intelligent Connected
Vehicles (Trial Implementation) (《智能網聯汽車道路測試與示範應用管理規範(試行)》) (the
“Circular No. 97”), which became effective on September 1, 2021, and is the primary
regulation governing protocol of road testing and demonstration application of intelligent
connected vehicles in the PRC. Pursuant to the Circular No. 97, any entity intending to conduct
the road testing and demonstration application of intelligent connected vehicles must apply for
and obtain a temporary license plate for each tested vehicle. To qualify for such temporary
license plate, an applicant entity must satisfy, among others, the following requirements: (i) it
must be an independent legal person registered under PRC law with the capacity to conduct
manufacturing, technological research or testing of automobiles and automobile parts, which
has established protocols to test and assess the performance of autonomous driving
functionalities of intelligent connected vehicles and is capable of conducting real-time remote
monitor of the tested vehicles, and has the ability to ensure the network security of tested
vehicles and remote monitoring platform; (ii) the tested vehicle must be equipped with a
driving system that can switch between autonomous driving mode and human driving mode in
a safe, quick and simple manner and ensures human driver to take control of the tested vehicle
any time immediately when necessary; (iii) the tested vehicle must be equipped with the
function of recording, storing and real-time monitoring the condition of the tested vehicle and
is able to transmit real-time data of the tested vehicle, such as the control mode, location and
speed; (iv) it must sign an employment contract or a labor service contract with the driver of
the tested vehicle, who must be a licensed driver of corresponding vehicle types with more than
three years’ driving experience and a track record of safe driving and is familiar with the
testing protocol or application scheme for autonomous driving system and proficient in
operating the system; and (v) it must provide the Safety Self-declaration, the result of risk
assessment on network security, the proof of corresponding measures taken against such risk
and other materials to the competent department, and insure each tested vehicle for at least
RMB5 million against vehicle accidents or provide a letter of guarantee covering the same. In
addition, as to the demonstration application, the applicant entity could also be a consortium
of several independent legal persons and has the operational capability of demonstration
application and relevant scheme.
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During the road testing and demonstration application, the tested vehicle shall be marked with
the words such as “自動駕駛道路測試” or “自動駕駛示範應用” in a noticeable manner and the
autonomous driving mode shall not be used unless in the permitted areas specified in the Safety
Self-declaration, and the entity shall not make any changes of software and hardware that may
affect the function and performance of the tested vehicle without providing the relevant safety
description materials to the competent department in advance. In addition, the entity is required
to submit to the competent department a periodical report every six months and a final report
within one month after the completion of road testing and demonstration application. In the
case of a vehicle accident which causes severe injury or death of personnel or vehicle damage,
the entity must report such accident to the competent department within 24 hours and submit
a comprehensive analysis report in writing covering cause analysis, final liability allocation
results, etc. within five working days after the traffic enforcement agency determines the
liability for the accident.

On March 24, 2021, the Ministry of Public Security issued the Draft Proposed Amendments of
the Road Traffic Safety Law (《道路交通安全法(修訂建議稿)》) (the “MPS Proposed
Amendments”). The MPS Proposed Amendments clarify, among others, the requirements
related to road testing of, and access by, vehicles equipped with autonomous driving functions,
as well as regulating how liability for traffic violations and accidents will be allocated. The
MPS Proposed Amendments stipulate that vehicles equipped with autonomous driving
functions should first pass tests in closed roads and venues and obtain temporary license plates
before embarking on road testing. Further such road testing should be conducted at designated
times, areas and routes in accordance with the law. After passing the road test, vehicles
equipped with autonomous driving functions can be manufactured, imported and sold in
accordance with the relevant laws and regulations, and those needing access to the road must
apply for motor vehicle number plates. The MPS Proposed Amendments provide that when
vehicles equipped with autonomous driving functions and human driving modes are involved
in road traffic violations or accidents, the responsibility of the driver or the autonomous driving
system developer shall be determined in accordance with laws, as well as the liability for
damage. For vehicles on the road that are equipped with autonomous driving functions without
human driving modes, this liability issue should be separately dealt with by relevant
departments of the State Council.

REGULATIONS ON CONSUMER RIGHTS PROTECTION

Our business is subject to a variety of consumer protection laws, including the PRC Consumer
Rights and Interests Protection Law (《中華人民共和國消費者權益保護法》), as amended in
2013 and became effective on March 15, 2014, which imposes stringent requirements and
obligations on business operators. Failure to comply with these consumer protection laws could
subject us to administrative sanctions, such as the issuance of a warning, confiscation of illegal
income, imposition of fines, an order to cease business operations, revocation of business
licenses, as well as potential civil or criminal liabilities.

REGULATIONS ON INTERNET INFORMATION SECURITY AND PRIVACY
PROTECTION

In November 2016, the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress (the “SCNPC”,
promulgated the Cyber Security Law of the PRC (《中華人民共和國網絡安全法》) (the
“Cyber Security Law”), which became effective on June 1, 2017. The Cyber Security Law
requires that a network operator, which includes, among others, internet information services
providers, take technical measures and other necessary measures in accordance with applicable
laws and regulations and the compulsory requirements of the national and industrial standards
to safeguard the safe and stable operation of its networks. We are subject to such requirements
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as we are operating a website and mobile application and providing certain internet services
mainly through our mobile application. The Cyber Security Law further requires internet
information services providers to formulate contingency plans for network security incidents,
report to the competent departments immediately upon the occurrence of any incident
endangering cyber security and take corresponding remedial measures.

Internet information services providers are also required to maintain the integrity,
confidentiality and availability of network data. The Cyber Security Law reaffirms the basic
principles and requirements specified in other existing laws and regulations on personal data
protection, such as the requirements on the collection, use, processing, storage and disclosure
of personal data, and internet information services providers being required to take technical
and other necessary measures to ensure the security of the personal information they have
collected and prevent the personal information from being divulged, damaged or lost. Any
violation of the Cyber Security Law may subject the internet information services provider to
warnings, fines, confiscation of illegal gains, revocation of licenses, cancellation of filings,
shutdown of websites or criminal liabilities.

The General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine and
Standardization Administration issued the Standard of Information Security Technology —
Personal Information Security Specification (2017 edition) (《信息安全技術—個人信息安全
規範(2017版)》), which took effect in May 2018, and the Standard of Information Security
Technology — Personal Information Security Specification (2020 edition) (《信息安全技術—
個人信息安全規範(2020版)》), which took effect in October 2020. Pursuant to these standards,
any entity or person who has the authority or right to determine the purposes for and methods
of using or processing personal information are seen as a personal data controller. Such
personal data controller is required to collect information in accordance with applicable laws,
and prior to collecting such data, the information provider’s consent is required.

On November 28, 2019, the Secretary Bureau of the CAC, the General Office of the MIIT, the
General Office of the Ministry of Public Security and the General Office of the SAMR jointly
issued the Notice on the Measures for Determining the Illegal Collection and Use of Personal
Information through Mobile Applications (《App違法違規收集使用個人信息行為認定方
法》), which aims to provide reference for supervision and administration departments and
provide guidance for mobile applications operators’ self-examination and self-correction and
social supervision by netizens, and further elaborates the forms of behavior constituting illegal
collection and use of the personal information through mobile applications including: (i)
failing to publish the rules on the collection and use of personal information; (ii) failing to
explicitly explain the purposes, methods and scope of the collection and use of personal
information; (iii) collecting and using personal information without the users’ consent; (iv)
collecting personal information unrelated to the services they provide and beyond the
necessary principle; (v) providing personal information to others without the users’ consent;
(vi) failing to provide the function of deleting or correcting the personal information according
to the laws or failing to publish information such as ways of filing complaints and reports.

On May 12, 2021, the CAC issued the Several Provisions on Automobile Data Security
Management (Draft for Comment) (汽車數據安全管理若干規定(徵求意見稿)), which further
elaborates the principles and requirements for the protection of personal information and
important data in the automobile industry scenarios, and defines enterprise or institution
engaged in the automobile design, manufacture, and service as an operator. Such operator is
required to process personal information or important data in accordance with applicable laws
and regulations during the process of design, production, sales, operation, maintenance, and
management of automobile. On August 16, 2021, the CAC, the NDRC, the MPS, the MIIT and
the Ministry of Transport jointly promulgated the Several Provisions on Automobile Data
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Security Management (Trial Implementation) (《汽車數據安全管理若干規定(試行)》)
(“Provisions on Automobile Data Security”) which took effect from October 1, 2021 and
aims to regulate the collection, analysis, storage, utilization, provision, publication, and
cross-border transmission of personal information and critical data generated throughout the
lifecycle of automobiles by automobile designers, producers and service providers. Relevant
automobile data processor including automobile manufacturers, compartment and software
providers, dealers, maintenance providers are required to process personal information and
critical data in accordance with applicable laws during the automobile design, manufacture,
sales, operation, maintenance and management. To process personal information, automobile
data processors shall obtain the consent of the individual or conform to other circumstances
stipulated by laws and regulations. Pursuant to the Provisions on Automobile Data Security,
personal information and critical data related to automobiles shall in principle be stored within
the PRC and a cross-border data security assessment shall be conducted by the national
cyberspace administration authority in concert with relevant departments under the State
Council if there is a need to provide such data overseas. To process critical data, automobile
data processors shall conduct risk assessment in accordance with regulations and submit risk
assessment reports to related departments at provincial levels.

On October 29, 2021, the CAC issued the Measures for the Security Assessment of Data Exit
(Draft for Comment) (《數據出境安全評估辦法(徵求意見稿)》), which stipulates that data
processors who provide overseas the important data collected and generated during operations
within the PRC and personal information that shall be subject to security assessment shall
conduct a security assessment. Furthermore, if the data processor provides data overseas and
meets one of the following circumstances, it shall declare the security assessment: (i) personal
information and important data collected and generated by operators of critical information
infrastructure; (ii) the data contains important data; (iii) personal information processors who
have processed personal information of one million people provide personal information
abroad; (iv) accumulatively provided personal information of more than one hundred thousand
people or sensitive personal information of more than ten thousand people abroad; and (v)
other circumstances as specified by the CAC. The assessment results of the data exit are valid
for two years.

In addition, on May 28, 2020, the National People’s Congress of the PRC approved the PRC
Civil Code (《中華人民共和國民法典》), which came into effect on January 1, 2021. Pursuant
to the PRC Civil Code, the collection, storage, use, process, transmission, provision and
disclosure of personal information should follow the principles of legitimacy, properness and
necessity.

In July 2021, General Office of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China and
the General Office of the State Council jointly issued the Opinions on Severely Cracking Down
on Illegal Securities Activities According to Law (《關於依法從嚴打擊證券違法活動的意
見》) (the “Opinions”), which were made available to the public on July 6, 2021. The Opinions
emphasized the need to strengthen the administration over illegal securities activities, and the
need to strengthen the supervision over overseas listings by Chinese companies. Effective
measures, such as promoting the construction of relevant regulatory systems, will be taken to
deal with the risks and incidents of China-concept overseas listed companies. As of the date of
this document, we have not received any inquiry, notice, warning, or sanctions from PRC
governmental authorities in connection with the above contents of Opinions. Based on the
foregoing and the currently effective PRC laws, our PRC legal counsel is of the view that, as
of the date of this document, the Opinions do not materially and adversely affect our
disclosure, including PRC counsel’s opinions, taken as a whole, as stated in “Risk
Factors — Risks Related to Doing Business in China — If the PRC government deems that our
contractual arrangements with our variable interest entity do not comply with PRC regulatory
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restrictions on foreign investment in the relevant industries, or if these regulations or the
interpretation of existing regulations change in the future, we could be subject to severe
penalties or be forced to relinquish our interests in those operations.” and “Risk
Factors — Risks Related to Doing Business in China — Uncertainties in the interpretation and
enforcement of PRC laws and regulations could limit the legal protections available to you and
us.”

On June 10, 2021, the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress of China
promulgated the Data Security Law (《數據安全法》) (the “Data Security Law”), which took
effect in September 2021. The Data Security Law sets forth data security and privacy related
compliance obligations on entities and individuals carrying out data related activities. The Data
Security Law also introduces a data classification and layered protection system based on the
importance of data and the degree of impact on national security, public interests or legitimate
rights and interests of individuals or organizations when such data is tampered with, destroyed,
leaked or illegally acquired or used. In addition, the Data Security Law provides a national
security review procedure for those data activities that may affect national security, and
imposes export restrictions on certain data and information. According to the PRC National
Security Law, the State shall establish institutions and mechanisms for national security review
and regulation, and conduct national security review on certain matters that affect or may affect
PRC national security, such as key technologies and IT products and services. In early July
2021, regulatory authorities in China launched cybersecurity investigations with regard to
several China-based companies that are listed in the United States.

On July 10, 2021, the CAC released the Revised Draft. On December 28, 2021, the CAC,
NDRC, MIIT, the MPS, the Ministry of National Security, the MOF, the MOFCOM, the
People’s Bank of China, the SAMR, the National Radio and Television Administration, the
CSRC, the National Administration of State Secrets Protection and the State Cryptography
Administration jointly released the Cybersecurity Review Measures, which took effect on
February 15, 2022. Pursuant to the Cybersecurity Review Measures, network platform
operators with information of over one million users shall be subject to cybersecurity review
before listing abroad (國外上市). The cybersecurity review will evaluate, among others, the
risk of critical information infrastructure, core data, important data, or the risk of a large
amount of personal information being influenced, controlled or maliciously used by foreign
governments after going public, and Cyber information security risk. As of the date of this
document, we have not been informed by any PRC governmental authority of any requirement
to file for approval for this Listing.

On August 12, 2021, the MIIT issued the Opinion on Strengthening the Access Administration
of Intelligent Connected Vehicles Manufacturing Enterprises and Their Products (《關於加強
智能網聯汽車生產企業及產品准入管理的意見》), or the Access Administration Opinion,
which provided responsibilities of intelligent connected vehicles manufacturing enterprises,
and required such enterprises to strengthen the management of vehicle data security, cyber
security, software updates, function safety and intended function safety. Furthermore, the
Access Administration Opinion stated that vehicles manufacturing enterprises shall conduct
cybersecurity reviews prior to transmitting data abroad.

On August 17, 2021, the State Council promulgated the Regulations on the Protection of the
Security of Critical Information Infrastructure (《關鍵信息基礎設施安全保護條例》), or the
Regulations, which took effect in September 2021. The Regulations supplement and specify the
provisions on the security of critical information infrastructure as stated in the Cyber Security
Law. The Regulations provide, among others, that protection department of certain industry or
sector shall notify the operator of the critical information infrastructure in time after the
identification of certain critical information infrastructure. According to the Regulations,
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operators of certain industries or sectors that may endanger national security, people’s
livelihood and public interest in case of damage, function loss or data leakage may be
identified as critical information infrastructure operators by the CAC or the respective
industrial regulatory authorities once they meet the identification standards promulgated by the
authorities.

On August 20, 2021, the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress of China
promulgated the Personal Information Protection Law of the PRC (《中華人民共和國個人信息
保護法》), or the Personal Information Protection Law, which took effect in November 2021.
As the first systematic and comprehensive law specifically for the protection of personal
information in the PRC, the Personal Information Protection Law provides, among others, that
(i) an individual’s separate consent shall be obtained before operation of such individual’s
sensitive personal information, e.g., biometric characteristics and individual location tracking,
(ii) personal information operators operating sensitive personal information shall notify
individuals of the necessity of such operations and the influence on the individuals’ rights, (iii)
if personal information operators reject individuals’ requests to exercise their rights,
individuals may file a lawsuit with a People’s Court. On August 20, 2021, the CAC
promulgated the Provisions on the Administration of Automobile Data Security (for Trial
Implementation), or the Provisions on Automobile Data Security, which took effect in October
2021. The Provisions on Automobile Data Security clearly define the definition of “automobile
data”, “automobile data operating”, “automobile data operator”, “personal information”,
“sensitive personal information” and “important data”, and further elaborate the principles of
and requirements for the automobile data operating activities within the PRC. Furthermore, the
Provisions on Automobile Data Security also prescribe the implementation of classified
protection of cybersecurity, the obligations of automobile data operators to inform, anonymize
and obtain individuals’ consents, and the specific requirements for operating sensitive personal
information, as well as the risk assessment when operating important data and the security
assessment when providing data abroad.

In addition, on November 14, 2021, the Administration Regulations on Cyber Data Security
(Draft for Comments) (《網絡數據安全管理條例(徵求意見稿)》) was proposed by the CAC
for public comments until December 13, 2021. It sets out general guidelines, protection of
personal information, security of important data, security management of cross-border data
transfer, obligations of internet platform operators, supervision and management, and legal
liabilities. Key requirements include: data processors should be in compliance with the
requirements of multi-level cybersecurity protection, strengthen the data processing system,
data transmission network, data storage environment and other security protection, processing
of important data systems in principle should meet the third level or above of multi-level
cybersecurity protection and critical information infrastructure security protection
requirements; data processors should establish a data security emergency response mechanism,
and promptly start the emergency response mechanism in the event of a data security incident;
the detailed rules for data processors to apply when providing personal information to third
parties, or sharing, trading or entrusting important data to third parties; the scenarios of
cybersecurity review which shall be subject to Cybersecurity Review Measures; the definitions
of important data and operators’ security protection obligations; the detailed rules on
cross-border data transfer which added missing details to the Personal Information Protection
Law; data processors processing personal information of more than one million people shall
also comply with the regulations for processing of important data; data processors dealing with
important data or listing overseas (including Hong Kong) should carry out an annual data
security assessment by themselves or by entrusting data security service agencies, and each
year before January 31, data security assessment report for the previous year shall be submitted
to the districted city level cyberspace administration department. The draft measures reiterate
that data processors which process the personal information of at least one million users must
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apply for a cybersecurity review if they plan listing of companies in foreign countries, and the
draft measures further require the data processors that carry out the following activities to
apply for cybersecurity review in accordance with the relevant laws and regulations: (i) the
merger, reorganization or division of internet platform operators that have gathered a large
number of data resources related to national security, economic development and public
interests affects or may affect national security; (ii) the listing of the data processor in Hong
Kong affects or may affect the national security; and (iii) other data processing activities that
affect or may affect national security. In addition, in one of the following situations, data
processors shall delete or anonymize personal information within 15 business days: (i) the
purpose of processing personal information has been achieved or the purpose of processing is
no longer needed; (ii) the storage term agreed with the users or specified in the personal
information processing rules has expired; (iii) the service has been terminated or the account
has been canceled by the individual; or (iv) unnecessary personal information or personal
information unavoidably collected due to the use of automatic data collection technology but
without the consent of the individual. Any failure to comply with such requirements may
subject us to, among others, suspension of services, fines, revoking relevant business permits
or business licenses and penalties. Since the revised draft has not been formally adopted as of
the date of the document, the revised draft (especially its operative provisions) and its
anticipated adoption or effective date are subject to further changes with substantial
uncertainty.

REGULATIONS ON E-COMMERCE

On August 31, 2018, the SCNPC promulgated the E- Commerce Law of the People’s Republic
of China (《中華人民共和國電子商務法》) (the “E-Commerce Law”), which became
effective as of January 1, 2019. The E-Commerce Law establishes the regulatory framework for
the e-commerce sector in the PRC for the first time by laying out certain requirements on
e-commerce platform operators. According to the E-Commerce Law, the e-commerce platform
operators shall prepare a contingency plan for cybersecurity events and take technological
measures and other measures to prevent online illegal and criminal activities. The E-Commerce
Law also expressly requires e-commerce platform operators to take necessary actions to ensure
fair dealing on their platforms to safeguard the legitimate rights and interests of consumers,
including to prepare platform service agreements and transaction information record-keeping
and transaction rules, to prominently display such documents on the platform’s website, and to
keep such information for no less than three years following the completion of a transaction.
Where the e-commerce platform operators conduct self-operated business on their platforms,
they shall distinguish and mark their self-operated business from the businesses of the business
operators using the platform in a prominent manner, and shall not mislead consumers. The
e-commerce platform operators shall bear civil liability of a commodity seller or service
provider for the business marked as self-operated, pursuant to the law.
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REGULATIONS ON LAND AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS

Regulations on Land Grants

Under the Interim Regulations on Assignment and Transfer of the Rights to the Use of the
State-owned Urban Land of PRC (《中華人民共和國城鎮國有土地使用權出讓和轉讓暫行條
例》), promulgated by the State Council on May 19, 1990 and latest amended on November
29, 2020, a system of assignment and transfer of the right to use state-owned land was adopted.
A land user must pay land premiums to the state as consideration for the assignment of the right
to use a land site within a certain term, and the land user who obtained the right to use the land
may transfer, lease out, mortgage or otherwise commercially exploit the land within the term
of use. Under the Interim Regulations on Assignment and Transfer of the Rights to the Use of
the State-owned Urban Land of PRC (《中華人民共和國城鎮國有土地使用權出讓和轉讓暫行
條例》) and the Law of the PRC on Urban Real Estate Administration (《中華人民共和國城
市房地產管理法》), the local land administration authority may enter into an assignment
contract with the land user for the assignment of land use rights. The land user is required to
pay the land premium as provided in the assignment contract. After the full payment of the land
premium, the land user must register with the land administration authority and obtain a land
use rights certificate which evidences the acquisition of land use rights.

Regulations on Planning of a Construction Project

Pursuant to the Regulations on Planning Administration regarding Assignment and Transfer of
the Rights to Use of the State-Owned Land in Urban Area (《城市國有土地使用權出讓轉讓規
劃管理辦法》) promulgated by the Ministry of Construction in December 1992 and amended
in January 2011, a construction land planning permit shall be obtained from the municipal
planning authority with respect to the planning and use of land. According to the Urban and
Rural Planning Law of the PRC (《中華人民共和國城鄉規劃法》) promulgated by the SCNPC
on October 28, 2007 and latest amended on April 23, 2019, a construction work planning
permit must be obtained from the competent urban and rural planning government authority for
the construction of any structure, fixture, road, pipeline or other engineering project within an
urban or rural planning area.

After obtaining a construction work planning permit, subject to certain exceptions, a
construction enterprise must apply for a construction work commencement permit from the
construction authority under the local people’s government at the county level or above in
accordance with the Administrative Provisions on Construction Permit of Construction Projects
(《建築工程施工許可管理辦法》) promulgated by the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural
Development (the “MOHURD”), on June 25, 2014 and implemented on October 25, 2014 and
latest amended on March 30, 2021.

Pursuant to the Administrative Measures for Reporting Details Regarding Acceptance
Examination upon Completion of Buildings and Municipal Infrastructure (《房屋建築和市政
基礎設施工程竣工驗收備案管理辦法》) promulgated by the Ministry of Construction on April
4, 2000 and amended on October 19, 2009 and the Provisions on Acceptance Examination upon
Completion of Buildings and Municipal Infrastructure (《房屋建築和市政基礎設施工程竣工
驗收規定》) promulgated and implemented by the MOHURD on December 2, 2013, upon the
completion of a construction project, the construction enterprise must submit an application to
the competent department in the people’s government at or above county level where the
project is located, for examination upon completion of building and for filing purpose; and to
obtain the filing form for acceptance and examination upon completion of construction project.
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REGULATIONS ON ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND WORK SAFETY

Regulations on Environmental Protection

Pursuant to the Environmental Protection Law of the PRC (《中華人民共和國環境保護法》)
promulgated by the SCNPC, on December 26, 1989, amended on April 24, 2014 and effective
on January 1, 2015, any entity which discharges or will discharge pollutants during the course
of operations or other activities must implement effective environmental protection safeguards
and procedures to control and properly treat waste gas, waste water, waste residue, dust,
malodorous gases, radioactive substances, noise, vibrations, electromagnetic radiation and
other hazards produced during such activities.

Environmental protection authorities impose various administrative penalties on persons or
enterprises in violation of the Environmental Protection Law. Such penalties include warnings,
fines, orders to rectify within the prescribed period, orders to cease construction, orders to
restrict or suspend production, orders to make recovery, orders to disclose relevant information
or make an announcement, imposition of administrative action against relevant responsible
persons, and orders to shut down enterprises. Any person or entity that pollutes the
environment resulting in damage could also be held liable under the PRC Civil Code (《中華
人民共和國民法典》). In addition, environmental organizations may also bring lawsuits
against any entity that discharges pollutants detrimental to the public welfare.

Regulations on Work Safety

Under relevant construction safety laws and regulations, including the Work Safety Law of the
PRC (《中華人民共和國安全生產法》) which was promulgated by the SCNPC on June 29,
2002 and latest amended on June 10, 2021, production and operating business entities must
establish objectives and measures for work safety and improve the working environment and
conditions for workers in a planned and systematic way. A work safety protection scheme must
also be set up to implement the work safety job responsibility system. In addition, production
and operating business entities must arrange work safety training and provide the employees
with protective equipment that meets the national standards or industrial standards.
Furthermore, production and operating business entities shall report their major hazard sources
and related safety and emergency measures to the emergency management department and
other relevant departments for the record, and establish a safety risk grading control system and
take corresponding control measures. Automobile and components manufacturers are subject to
the above-mentioned environment protection and work safety requirements.

REGULATIONS ON FIRE CONTROL

Pursuant to the Fire Safety Law of the PRC (《中華人民共和國消防法》) promulgated by the
SCNPC on April 29, 1998 and latest amended on April 29, 2021, for special construction
projects stipulated by the housing and urban-rural development authority of the State Council,
the developer shall submit the fire safety design documents to the housing and urban-rural
development authority for examination, while for construction projects other than those
stipulated as special development projects, the developer shall, at the time of applying for the
construction permit or approval for work commencement report, provide the fire safety design
drawings and technical materials which satisfy the construction needs. According to Interim
Regulations on Administration of Examination and Acceptance of Fire Control Design of
Construction Projects (《建設工程消防設計審查驗收管理暫行規定》) promulgated on April 1,
2020 and effective on June 1, 2020, an examination system for fire prevention design and
acceptance only applies to special construction projects, and for other projects, a record-filing
and spot check system would be applied.
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REGULATIONS ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

Patent Law

According to the Patent Law of the PRC (《中華人民共和國專利法》) promulgated by the
SCNPC on March 12, 1984 and currently effective from June 1, 2021, the State Intellectual
Property Office is responsible for administering patent law in the PRC. The patent
administration departments of provincial, autonomous region or municipal governments are
responsible for administering patent law within their respective jurisdictions. The Chinese
patent system adopts a first-to-file principle, which means that when more than one person files
different patent applications for the same invention, only the person who files the application
first is entitled to obtain a patent of the invention. To be patentable, an invention or a utility
model must meet three criteria: novelty, inventiveness and practicability. The protection period
is twenty years for an invention patent and ten years for a utility model patent and fifteen years
for a design patent, commencing from their respective application dates.

Regulations on Copyright

The Copyright Law of the PRC (《中華人民共和國著作權法》) (the “Copyright Law”),
which took effect on June 1, 1991 and was latest amended in 2020 and came into effect on June
1, 2021, provides that Chinese citizens, legal persons, or other organizations shall, whether
published or not, own copyright in their copyrightable works, which include, among others,
works of literature, art, natural science, social science, engineering technology and computer
software. Copyright owners enjoy certain legal rights, including right of publication, right of
authorship and right of reproduction. The Copyright Law extends copyright protection to
Internet activities, products disseminated over the Internet and software products. In addition,
the Copyright Law provides for a voluntary registration system administered by the China
Copyright Protection Center. According to the Copyright Law, an infringer of the copyrights
shall be subject to various civil liabilities, which include ceasing infringement activities,
apologizing to the copyright owners and compensating the loss of the copyright owner.
Infringers of a copyright may also be subject to fines and/or administrative or criminal
liabilities in severe situations.

Pursuant to the Computer Software Copyright Protection Regulations (《計算機軟件保護條
例》) promulgated by the State Council on December 20, 2001 and amended on January 30,
2013, the software copyright owner may go through the registration formalities with a software
registration authority recognized by the State Council’s copyright administrative department.
The software copyright owner may authorize others to exercise that copyright, and is entitled
to receive remuneration.

Trademark Law

Trademarks are protected by the Trademark Law of the PRC (《中華人民共和國商標法》)
which was adopted on August 23, 1982 and latest amended in 2019, as well as by the
Implementation Regulations of the PRC Trademark Law (《中華人民共和國商標法實施條
例》) adopted by the State Council in 2002 and as most recently amended on April 29, 2014.
The Trademark Office under the State Administration for Industry and Commerce, handles
trademark registrations. The Trademark Office grants a ten-year term to registered trademarks
and the term may be renewed for another ten-year period upon request by the trademark owner.
A trademark registrant may license its registered trademarks to another party by entering into
trademark license agreements, which must be filed with the Trademark Office for its record.
As with patents, the Trademark Law has adopted a first-to-file principle with respect to
trademark registration. If a trademark applied for is identical or similar to another trademark
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which has already been registered or subject to a preliminary examination and approval for use
on the same or similar kinds of products or services, such trademark application may be
rejected. Any person applying for the registration of a trademark may not injure existing
trademark rights first obtained by others, nor may any person register in advance a trademark
that has already been used by another party and has already gained a “sufficient degree of
reputation” through such party’s use.

Regulations on Domain Names

The MIIT promulgated the Measures on Administration of Internet Domain Names (《互聯網
域名管理辦法》) (the “Domain Name Measures”), on August 24, 2017, which took effect on
November 1, 2017 and replaced the Administrative Measures on China Internet Domain Name
(《中國互聯網絡域名管理辦法》) promulgated by the MIIT on November 5, 2004. According
to the Domain Name Measures, the MIIT is in charge of the administration of PRC internet
domain names. The domain name registration follows a first-to-file principle. Applicants for
registration of domain names must provide the true, accurate and complete information of their
identities to domain name registration service institutions. The applicants will become the
holder of such domain names upon the completion of the registration procedure.

REGULATIONS ON FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN CHINA

Catalogue for the Guidance of Foreign Investment Industries

Investments in the PRC by foreign investors and foreign-invested enterprises were regulated by
the Catalogue for the Guidance of Foreign Investment Industries (《外商投資產業指導目錄》)
(the “Foreign Investment Catalogue”), jointly promulgated by the MOFCOM and NDRC on
June 28, 1995 and amended from time to time. The Foreign Investment Catalogue was last
repealed by the Special Administrative Measures (Negative List) for Foreign Investment
Access (2021 Version) (《外商投資准入特別管理措施(負面清單)(2021年版)》) (the “2021
Negative List”), which was jointly promulgated by the MOFCOM and the NDRC on December
27, 2021 and came into effect on January 1, 2022, and the Catalogue of Industries for
Encouraging Foreign Investment (2020 Version) (《鼓勵外商投資產業目錄(2020年版)》) (the
“2020 Encouraging Catalogue”), which was jointly promulgated by the MOFCOM and the
NDRC on December 27, 2020 and became effective on January 27, 2021. The 2020
Encouraging Catalogue and the 2021 Negative List set out the industries and economic
activities in which foreign investment in the PRC is encouraged, restricted or prohibited.
Pursuant to the 2020 Encouraging Catalogue, the manufacture and the development of key
parts and components of NEVs fall within the encouraged catalogue, and the 2021 Negative
List lifts the limit on foreign ownership of automakers for ICE passenger vehicles. However,
the 2021 Negative List provides that foreign investors shall hold no more than 50% of the
equity interest in a service provider operating certain value-added telecommunications services
(other than for e-commerce, domestic multi-parties communications, storage and forwarding
categories, call centers).

The establishment, operation and management of corporate entities in the PRC is governed by
the PRC Company Law (《中華人民共和國公司法》), which was latest amended on October
26, 2018. The PRC Company Law generally governs two types of companies — limited
liability companies and joint stock limited companies. The PRC Company Law shall also apply
to foreign-invested companies. Where laws on foreign investment have other stipulations, such
stipulations shall prevail. The establishment procedures, approval or record-filing procedures,
registered capital requirements, foreign exchange matters, accounting practices, taxation and
labor matters of a wholly foreign-owned enterprise are regulated by the Foreign Investment
Law, which became effective on January 1, 2020 and replaced three laws on foreign
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investments in China, namely, the PRC Equity Joint Venture Law, the PRC Cooperative Joint
Venture Law and the Wholly Foreign-owned Enterprise Law, together with their
implementation rules and ancillary regulations.

Foreign Investment Law

On March 15, 2019, the National People’s Congress promulgated the Foreign Investment Law
of PRC (《中華人民共和國外商投資法》), which has become effective on January 1, 2020 and
replaced three laws on foreign investments in China, namely, the PRC Equity Joint Venture
Law (《中華人民共和國中外合資經營企業法》), the PRC Cooperative Joint Venture Law
(《中華人民共和國中外合作經營企業法》) and the PRC Wholly Foreign-owned Enterprise
Law (《中華人民共和國外資企業法》), together with their implementation rules and ancillary
regulations. The Foreign Investment Law embodies an expected PRC regulatory trend to
rationalize its foreign investment regulatory regime in line with prevailing international
practice and the legislative efforts to unify the corporate legal requirements for both foreign
and domestic invested enterprises in China. The Foreign Investment Law establishes the basic
framework for the access to, and the promotion, protection and administration of foreign
investments in view of investment protection and fair competition.

According to the Foreign Investment Law, “foreign investment” refers to investment activities
directly or indirectly conducted by one or more natural persons, business entities, or otherwise
organizations of a foreign country (collectively referred to as “foreign investor”) within China,
and the investment activities include the following situations: (i) a foreign investor,
individually or collectively with other investors, establishes a foreign-invested enterprise
within China; (ii) a foreign investor acquires stock shares, equity shares, shares in assets, or
other similar rights and interests of an enterprise within China; (iii) a foreign investor,
individually or collectively with other investors, invests in a new project within China; and (iv)
investments in other means as provided by laws, administrative regulations or the State
Council.

According to the Foreign Investment Law, the State Council will publish or approve to publish
a catalogue for special administrative measures, or the “negative list.” The Foreign Investment
Law grants national treatment to foreign invested entities, except for those foreign invested
entities that operate in industries deemed to be either “restricted” or “prohibited” in the
“negative list.” Because the “negative list” has yet been published, it is unclear whether it will
differ from the current 2021 Negative List. The Foreign Investment Law provides that foreign
invested entities operating in foreign restricted or prohibited industries will require market
entry clearance and other approvals from relevant PRC governmental authorities.

Furthermore, the Foreign Investment Law provides that foreign invested enterprises
established according to the existing laws regulating foreign investment may maintain their
structure and corporate governance within five years after the implementation of the Foreign
Investment Law.

In addition, the Foreign Investment Law also provides several protective rules and principles
for foreign investors and their investments in the PRC, including, among others, that local
governments shall abide by their commitments to the foreign investors; foreign-invested
enterprises are allowed to issue stocks and corporate bonds; except for special circumstances,
in which case statutory procedures shall be followed and fair and reasonable compensation
shall be made in a timely manner, expropriation or requisition of the investment of foreign
investors is prohibited; mandatory technology transfer is prohibited; and the capital
contributions, profits, capital gains, proceeds out of asset disposal, licensing fees of intellectual
property rights, indemnity or compensation legally obtained, or proceeds received upon
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settlement by foreign investors within China, may be freely remitted inward and outward in
RMB or a foreign currency. Also, foreign investors or the foreign investment enterprise should
be imposed legal liabilities for failing to report investment information in accordance with the
requirements.

On December 26, 2019, the State Council promulgated the Implementation Regulations on the
Foreign Investment Law of PRC (《中華人民共和國外商投資法實施條例》), effective on
January 1, 2020, which further requires that foreign-invested enterprises and domestic
enterprises shall be treated equally with respect to policy making and implementation. Pursuant
to the Implementation Regulations on the Foreign Investment Law, if the existing foreign-
invested enterprises fail to change their original forms as of January 1, 2025, the relevant
market regulation departments will not process other registration matters for the enterprises,
and may disclose their relevant information to the public.

On December 30, 2019, the MOFCOM and the SAMR jointly issued the Measures for
Reporting of Foreign Investment Information (《外商投資信息報告辦法》) (the “Foreign
Investment Information Measures”), which became effective on January 1, 2020 and
replaced the Interim Administrative Measures for the Record-filing of the Establishment and
Modification of Foreign-invested Enterprises (《外商投資企業設立及變更備案管理暫行辦
法》). Since January 1, 2020, for foreign investors carrying out investment activities directly
or indirectly in the PRC, foreign investors or foreign-invested enterprises shall submit
investment information through the Enterprise Registration System and the National Enterprise
Credit Information Publicity System operated by the State Administration for Market
Regulation. Foreign investors or foreign-invested enterprises shall disclose their investment
information by submitting reports for their establishments, modifications and cancellations and
their annual reports in accordance with the Foreign Investment Information Measures. If a
foreign-invested enterprise investing in the PRC has finished submitting its reports for its
establishment, modifications and cancellation and its annual reports, the relevant information
will be shared by the competent market regulation department to the competent commercial
department, and such foreign-invested enterprise is not required to submit the reports to the
two departments separately.

REGULATIONS ON FOREIGN EXCHANGE

General Principles of Foreign Exchange

Under the Regulations on the Foreign Exchange System of the PRC (《中華人民共和國外匯管
理條例》) promulgated on January 29, 1996 and most recently amended on August 5, 2008 and
various regulations issued by the State Administration of Foreign Exchange of the PRC (the
“SAFE”), and other relevant PRC government authorities, Renminbi is convertible into other
currencies for current account items, such as trade-related receipts and payments and payment
of interest and dividends. The conversion of Renminbi into other currencies and remittance of
the converted foreign currency outside the PRC of capital account items, such as direct equity
investments, loans and repatriation of investment, requires the prior approval from the SAFE
or its local office.

Payments for transactions that take place within the PRC must be made in Renminbi. Unless
otherwise approved, PRC companies may not repatriate foreign currency payments received
from abroad or retain the same abroad. Foreign-invested enterprises may retain foreign
exchange in accounts with designated foreign exchange banks under the current account items
subject to a cap set by the SAFE or its local branch. Foreign exchange proceeds under the
current accounts may be either retained or sold to a financial institution engaged in settlement
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and sale of foreign exchange pursuant to relevant SAFE rules and regulations. For foreign
exchange proceeds under the capital accounts, approval from the SAFE is generally required
for the retention or sale of such proceeds to a financial institution engaged in settlement and
sale of foreign exchange.

Pursuant to the Circular of the SAFE on Further Improving and Adjusting Foreign Exchange
Administration Policies for Direct Investment (《關於進一步改進和調整直接投資外匯管理政
策的通知》) (the “SAFE Circular No. 59”), promulgated by SAFE on November 19, 2012,
which became effective on December 17, 2012 and was further amended on May 4, 2015 and
October 10, 2018, approval of SAFE is not required for opening a foreign exchange account
and depositing foreign exchange into the accounts relating to the direct investments. The SAFE
Circular No. 59 also simplified foreign exchange-related registration required for the foreign
investors to acquire the equity interests of Chinese companies and further improve the
administration on foreign exchange settlement for foreign-invested enterprises.

The Circular on Further Simplifying and Improving the Foreign Currency Management Policy
on Direct Investment (《關於進一步簡化和改進直接投資外匯管理政策的通知》) (the “SAFE
Circular No. 13”), effective from June 1, 2015, cancels the administrative approvals of foreign
exchange registration of direct domestic investment and direct overseas investment and
simplifies the procedure of foreign exchange-related registration. Pursuant to SAFE Circular
No. 13, the investors shall register with banks for direct domestic investment and direct
overseas investment.

The Circular on Reforming the Management Approach regarding the Settlement of Foreign
Capital of Foreign-invested Enterprise (《關於改革外商投資企業外匯資本金結匯管理方式的
通知》) (the “SAFE Circular No. 19”), which was promulgated by the SAFE on March 30,
2015 and amended on December 30, 2019, provides that a foreign-invested enterprise may,
according to its actual business needs, settle with a bank the portion of the foreign exchange
capital in its capital account for which the relevant foreign exchange administration has
confirmed monetary capital contribution rights and interests (or for which the bank has
registered the injection of the monetary capital contribution into the account). Pursuant to
SAFE Circular No. 19, for the time being, foreign-invested enterprises are allowed to settle
100% of their foreign exchange capital on a discretionary basis; a foreign-invested enterprise
shall truthfully use its capital for its own operational purposes within the scope of business;
where an ordinary foreign-invested enterprise makes domestic equity investment with the
amount of foreign exchanges settled, the foreign-invested enterprise must first go through
domestic re-investment registration and open a corresponding account for foreign exchange
settlement pending payment with the foreign exchange administration or the bank at the place
where it is registered.

The Circular on Reforming and Regulating Policies on the Control over Foreign Exchange
Settlement of Capital Accounts (《關於改革和規範資本項目結匯管理政策的通知》) (the
“SAFE Circular No. 16”), which was promulgated by the SAFE and became effective on June
9, 2016, provides that enterprises registered in the PRC may also convert their foreign debts
from foreign currency into Renminbi on a self-discretionary basis. SAFE Circular No. 16 also
provides an integrated standard for conversion of foreign exchange under capital account items
(including, but not limited to, foreign currency capital and foreign debts) on a self-
discretionary basis, which applies to all enterprises registered in the PRC.

According to the Administrative Rules on the Company Registration of PRC (《中華人民共和
國公司登記管理條例》), which were promulgated by the State Council on June 24, 1994,
became effective on July 1, 1994 and were amended on February 6, 2016, and other laws and
regulations governing the foreign-invested enterprises and company registrations, the
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establishment of a foreign-invested enterprise and any capital increase and other major changes
in a foreign-invested enterprise shall be registered with the SAMR or its local counterparts, and
shall be filed via the foreign investment comprehensive administrative system (the
“FICMIS”), if such foreign-invested enterprise does not involve special access administrative
measures prescribed by the PRC government.

On October 23, 2019, SAFE issued the Circular on Further Promoting Cross-border Trade and
Investment Facilitation (《關於進一步促進跨境貿易投資便利化的通知》). This circular
allows the foreign-invested enterprises without equity investment as in their approved business
scope to use their capital obtained from foreign exchange settlement to make domestic equity
investment as long as the investments are real and in compliance with the foreign
investment-related laws and regulations. In addition, this circular stipulates that qualified
enterprises in certain pilot areas may use their capital income from registered capital, foreign
debt and overseas listing, for the purpose of domestic payments without providing authenticity
certifications to the relevant banks in advance for those domestic payments. Payments for
transactions that take place within the PRC must be made in RMB. Foreign currency revenues
received by PRC companies may be repatriated into the PRC or retained outside of the PRC
in accordance with requirements and terms specified by SAFE.

Pursuant to SAFE Circular No. 13 and other laws and regulations relating to foreign exchange,
when setting up a new foreign-invested enterprise, the foreign-invested enterprise shall register
with the bank located at its registered place after obtaining the business license, and if there
is any change in capital or other changes relating to the basic information of the foreign-
invested enterprise, including, without limitation, any increase in its registered capital or total
investment, the foreign-invested enterprise must register such changes with the bank located at
its registered place after obtaining approval from or completing the filing with competent
authorities. Pursuant to the relevant foreign exchange laws and regulations, the above-
mentioned foreign exchange registration with the banks will typically take less than four weeks
upon the acceptance of the registration application.

Based on the foregoing, if we intend to provide funding to our wholly foreign-owned
subsidiaries through capital injection at or after their establishment, we must register the
establishment of and any follow-on capital increase in our wholly foreign-owned subsidiaries
with the SAMR or its local counterparts, file such via the FICMIS and register such with the
local banks for the foreign exchange related matters.

Loans by the Foreign Companies to their PRC Subsidiaries

A loan made by foreign investors as shareholders in a foreign-invested enterprise is considered
to be foreign debt in China and is regulated by various laws and regulations, including the
Regulation of the People’s Republic of China on Foreign Exchange Administration (《中華人
民共和國外匯管理條例》), the Interim Provisions on the Management of Foreign Debts (《外
債管理暫行辦法》), the Statistical Monitoring of Foreign Debts Tentative Provisions (Revised
in 2020) (《外債統計監測暫行規定(2020修訂)》), the Detailed Rules for the Implementation
of Provisional Regulations on Statistics and Supervision of External Debt (《外債統計監測實
施細則》), and the Administrative Measures for Registration of Foreign Debts (《外債登記管
理辦法》). Under these rules and regulations, a shareholder loan in the form of foreign debt
made to a PRC entity does not require the prior approval of the SAFE. However, such foreign
debt must be registered with and recorded by the SAFE or its local branches within fifteen (15)
business days after entering into the foreign debt contract. Pursuant to these rules and
regulations, the balance of the foreign debts of a foreign-invested enterprise shall not exceed
the difference between the total investment and the registered capital of the foreign-invested
enterprise (the “Total Investment and Registered Capital Balance”).
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On January 12, 2017, the People’s Bank of China (the “PBOC”), promulgated the Notice of the
People’s Bank of China on Matters concerning the Macro-Prudential Management of
Full-Covered Cross-Border Financing (《中國人民銀行關於全口徑跨境融資宏觀審慎管理有
關事宜的通知》) (the “PBOC Notice No. 9”). Pursuant to PBOC Notice No. 9, within a
transition period of one year from January 12, 2017, the foreign-invested enterprises may adopt
the currently valid foreign debt management mechanism (the “Current Foreign Debt
Mechanism”), or the mechanism as provided in PBOC Notice No. 9 (the “Notice No. 9
Foreign Debt Mechanism”), at their own discretions. PBOC Notice No. 9 provides that
enterprises may conduct independent cross-border financing in RMB or foreign currencies as
required. Pursuant to PBOC Notice No. 9, the outstanding cross-border financing of an
enterprise (the outstanding balance drawn, here and below) shall be calculated using a
risk-weighted approach (the “Risk-Weighted Approach”), and shall not exceed certain
specified upper limits. PBOC Notice No. 9 further provides that the upper limit of
risk-weighted outstanding cross-border financing for enterprises shall be equal to 200% of its
net assets multiplied by macro-prudential regulation parameter (the “Net Asset Limits”). The
macro-prudential regulation parameter shall be 1. Enterprises shall file with the SAFE in its
capital item information system after entering into the relevant cross-border financing
contracts and prior to three business days before drawing any money from the foreign debts.

Based on the foregoing, if we provide funding to our wholly foreign-owned subsidiaries
through shareholder loans, the balance of such loans shall not exceed the Total Investment and
Registered Capital Balance and we will need to register such loans with the SAFE or its local
branches in the event that the Current Foreign Debt Mechanism applies, or the balance of such
loans shall be subject to the Risk-Weighted Approach and the Net Asset Limits and we will
need to file the loans with the SAFE in its information system in the event that the Notice No.
9 Foreign Debt Mechanism applies. According to PBOC Notice No. 9, after a transition period
of one year from January 11, 2017, the PBOC and the SAFE will determine the cross-border
financing administration mechanism for the foreign-invested enterprises after evaluating the
overall implementation of PBOC Notice No. 9. As of the date hereof, neither the PBOC nor the
SAFE has promulgated and made public any further rules, regulations, notices or circulars in
this regard. It is uncertain which mechanism will be adopted by the PBOC and the SAFE in the
future and what statutory limits will be imposed on us when providing loans to our PRC
subsidiaries.

Offshore Investment

Under the Circular of the State Administration of Foreign Exchange on Issues Concerning
the Foreign Exchange Administration over the Overseas Investment and Financing and
Round-trip Investment by Domestic Residents via Special Purpose Vehicles (《國家外匯管理
局關於境內居民通過特殊目的公司境外投融資及返程投資外匯管理有關問題的通知》) (the
“SAFE Circular 37”), issued by the SAFE and effective on July 4, 2014, PRC residents are
required to register with the local SAFE branch prior to the establishment or control of an
offshore special purpose vehicle (the “SPV”), which is defined as an offshore enterprise
directly established or indirectly controlled by PRC residents for investment and financing
purposes, with the enterprise assets or interests PRC residents hold in China or overseas. The
term “control” means to obtain the operation rights, right to proceeds or decision-making
power of an SPV through acquisition, trust, holding shares on behalf of others, voting rights,
repurchase, convertible bonds or other means. An amendment to registration or subsequent
filing with the local SAFE branch by such PRC resident is also required if there is any change
in basic information of the offshore company or any material change with respect to the capital
of the offshore company. At the same time, the SAFE has issued the Operation Guidance for
the Issues Concerning Foreign Exchange Administration over Round-trip Investment (《返程
投資外匯管理所涉業務操作指引》) regarding the procedures for SAFE registration under
SAFE Circular 37, which became effective on July 4, 2014 as an attachment of SAFE Circular
37.
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Under the relevant rules, failure to comply with the registration procedures set forth in the
SAFE Circular 37 may result in bans on the foreign exchange activities of the relevant onshore
company, including the payment of dividends and other distributions to its offshore parent or
affiliates, and may also subject relevant PRC residents to penalties under PRC foreign
exchange administration regulations.

REGULATIONS ON DIVIDEND DISTRIBUTION

Wholly foreign-owned enterprises and Sino-foreign equity joint ventures in the PRC may pay
dividends only out of their accumulated profits, if any, as determined in accordance with PRC
accounting standards and regulations. Additionally, these foreign-invested enterprises may not
pay dividends unless they set aside at least 10% of their respective accumulated profits after
tax each year, if any, to fund certain reserve funds, until such time as the accumulative amount
of such fund reaches 50% of the enterprise’s registered capital. In addition, these companies
also may allocate a portion of their after-tax profits based on PRC accounting standards to
employee welfare and bonus funds at their discretion. These reserves are not distributable as
cash dividends.

Regulations governing abovementioned dividend distribution arrangements have been replaced
by the Foreign Investment Law of PRC (《中華人民共和國外商投資法》) and its implantation
rules, which do not provide specific dividend distribution rules for foreign invested enterprises.
The Foreign Investment Law and its implementation rules also provide that after the
conversion from a wholly foreign-owned enterprise or sino-foreign equity joint venture to a
foreign invested enterprise under the Foreign Investment Law, distribution method of gains
agreed in the joint venture agreements may continue to apply.

REGULATIONS ON TAXATION

Enterprise Income Tax

On March 16, 2007, the SCNPC promulgated the PRC Enterprise Income Tax Law (《中華人
民共和國企業所得稅法》) which was amended on February 24, 2017 and December 29, 2018.
On December 6, 2007, the State Council enacted the Regulations for the Implementation of the
Enterprise Income Tax Law (《中華人民共和國企業所得稅法實施條例》) (collectively, the
“EIT Law”). The EIT Law came into effect on January 1, 2008 and amended on April 23, 2019.
Under the EIT Law, both resident enterprises and non-resident enterprises are subject to tax in
the PRC. Resident enterprises are defined as enterprises that are established in China in
accordance with PRC laws, or that are established in accordance with the laws of foreign
countries but are actually or in effect controlled from within the PRC. Non-resident enterprises
are defined as enterprises that are organized under the laws of foreign countries and whose
actual management is conducted outside the PRC, but have established institutions or premises
in the PRC, or have no such established institutions or premises but have income generated
from inside the PRC. Under the EIT Law and relevant implementing regulations, a uniform
corporate income tax rate of 25% is applied. However, if non-resident enterprises have not
formed permanent establishments or premises in the PRC, or if they have formed permanent
establishment or premises in the PRC but there is no actual relationship between the relevant
income derived in the PRC and the established institutions or premises set up by them,
enterprise income tax is set at the rate of 10% with respect to their income sourced from inside
the PRC.
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Value-added Tax

The Provisional Regulations of the PRC on Value-added Tax (《中華人民共和國增值稅暫行條
例》) were promulgated by the State Council on December 13, 1993, came into effect on
January 1, 1994 and were subsequently amended from time to time; and the Detailed Rules for
the Implementation of the Provisional Regulations of the PRC on Value-added Tax (Revised in
2011) (《中華人民共和國增值稅暫行條例實施細則(2011修訂)》) was promulgated by the
MOF on December 25, 1993 and subsequently amended on December 15, 2008 and October 28,
2011 (collectively, the “VAT Law”). On November 19, 2017, the State Council promulgated
the Decisions on Abolishing the Provisional Regulations of the PRC on Business Tax and
Amending the Provisional Regulations of the PRC on Value-added Tax (《關於廢止<中華人民
共和國營業稅暫行條例>和修改<中華人民共和國增值稅暫行條例>的決定》) (the “Order
691”). On March 20, 2019, the MOF, the SAT and the General Administration of Customs
jointly issued the Announcement on Relevant Policies on Deepen the Reform of Value-added
Tax (《關於深化增值稅改革有關政策的公告》) (the “Announcement 39”). According to the
VAT Law and the Order 691, all enterprises and individuals engaged in the sale of goods, the
provision of processing, repair and replacement services, sales of services, intangible assets,
real property and the importation of goods within the territory of the PRC are the taxpayers of
value-added tax (the “VAT”). According to the Announcement 39, the VAT tax rates generally
applicable are simplified as 13%, 9%, 6% and 0%, which will become effective on April 1,
2019, and the VAT tax rate applicable to the small-scale taxpayers is 3%.

Dividend Withholding Tax

The EIT Law provides that since January 1, 2008, an income tax rate of 10% will normally be
applicable to dividends declared to non-PRC resident investors that do not have an
establishment or place of business in the PRC, or that have such establishment or place of
business but the relevant income is not effectively connected with the establishment or place
of business, to the extent such dividends are derived from sources within the PRC.

Pursuant to the Arrangement Between the Mainland of China and the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal
Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income and Capital (《內地和香港特別行政區關於對所得避
免雙重徵稅和防止偷漏稅的安排》) (the “Double Taxation Avoidance Arrangement”), and
other applicable PRC laws, if a Hong Kong resident enterprise is determined by the competent
PRC tax authority to have satisfied the relevant conditions and requirements under such Double
Taxation Avoidance Arrangement and other applicable laws, the 10% withholding tax on the
dividends the Hong Kong resident enterprise receives from a PRC resident enterprise may be
reduced to 5%. However, based on the Circular on Certain Issues with Respect to the
Enforcement of Dividend Provisions in Tax Treaties (《關於執行稅收協定股息條款有關問題
的通知》) (the “SAT Circular 81”), issued on February 20, 2009 by the SAT, if the relevant
PRC tax authorities determine, in their discretions, that a company benefits from such reduced
income tax rate due to a structure or arrangement that is primarily tax-driven, such PRC tax
authorities may adjust the preferential tax treatment. According to the Circular on Several
Questions regarding the “Beneficial Owner” in Tax Treaties (《關於稅收協定中“受益所有人”
有關問題的公告》), which was issued on February 3, 2018 by the SAT and took effect on April
1, 2018, when determining the applicant’s status as the “beneficial owner” regarding tax
treatments in connection with dividends, interests or royalties in the tax treaties, several
factors, including, without limitation, whether the applicant is obligated to pay more than 50%
of his or her income in twelve months to residents in third country or region, whether the
business operated by the applicant constitutes the actual business activities, and whether the
counterparty country or region to the tax treaties does not levy any tax or grant any tax
exemption on relevant incomes or levy tax at an extremely low rate, will be taken into account,
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and such factors will be analyzed according to the actual circumstances of the specific cases.
This circular further provides that an applicant who intends to prove his or her status as the
“beneficial owner” shall submit the relevant documents to the relevant tax bureau according to
the Announcement on Issuing the Measures for the Administration of Non-Resident Taxpayers’
Enjoyment of the Treatment under Agreements (《關於發佈<非居民納稅人享受協定待遇管理
辦法>的公告》).

Tax on Indirect Transfer

On February 3, 2015, the SAT issued the Circular on Issues of Enterprise Income Tax on
Indirect Transfers of Assets by Non-PRC Resident Enterprises (《關於非居民企業間接轉讓財
產企業所得稅若干問題的公告》) (the “Circular 7”). Pursuant to Circular 7, an “indirect
transfer” of assets, including equity interests in a PRC resident enterprise, by non-PRC resident
enterprises, may be recharacterized and treated as a direct transfer of PRC taxable assets, if
such arrangement does not have a reasonable commercial purpose and was established for the
purpose of avoiding payment of PRC enterprise income tax. As a result, gains derived from
such indirect transfer may be subject to PRC enterprise income tax. When determining whether
there is a “reasonable commercial purpose” of the transaction arrangement, features to be taken
into consideration include, inter alia, whether the main value of the equity interest of the
relevant offshore enterprise derives directly or indirectly from PRC taxable assets; whether the
assets of the relevant offshore enterprise mainly consists of direct or indirect investment in
China or if its income is mainly derived from China; and whether the offshore enterprise and
its subsidiaries directly or indirectly holding PRC taxable assets have a real commercial nature
which is evidenced by their actual function and risk exposure. According to Circular 7, where
the payer fails to withhold any or sufficient tax, the transferor shall declare and pay such tax
to the tax authority by itself within the statutory time limit. Circular 7 does not apply to
transactions of sale of shares by investors through a public stock exchange where such shares
were acquired on a public stock exchange. On October 17, 2017, the SAT issued the Circular
on Issues of Tax Withholding regarding Non-PRC Resident Enterprise Income Tax (《關於非
居民企業所得稅源泉扣繳有關問題的公告》) (the “SAT Circular 37”), which was amended by
the Announcement of the State Administration of Taxation on Revising Certain Taxation
Normative Documents (《國家稅務總局關於修改部分稅收規範性文件的公告》) issued on
June 15, 2018 by the SAT. The SAT Circular 37 further elaborates the relevant implemental
rules regarding the calculation, reporting and payment obligations of the withholding tax by the
non-resident enterprises. Nonetheless, there remain uncertainties as to the interpretation and
application of Circular 7. Circular 7 may be determined by the tax authorities to be applicable
to our offshore transactions or sale of our shares or those of our offshore subsidiaries where
non-resident enterprises, being the transferors, were involved.

REGULATIONS ON EMPLOYMENT AND SOCIAL WELFARE

Labor Contract Law

The Labor Contract Law of the PRC (《中華人民共和國勞動合同法》) (the “Labor Contract
Law”), which was promulgated on June 29, 2007 and amended on December 28, 2012, is
primarily aimed at regulating rights and obligations of employer and employee relationships,
including the establishment, performance and termination of labor contracts. Pursuant to the
Labor Contract Law, labor contracts shall be concluded in writing if labor relationships are to
be or have been established between employers and employees. Employers are prohibited from
forcing employees to work above certain time limits and employers shall pay employees for
overtime work in accordance with national regulations. In addition, employee wages shall be
no lower than local standards on minimum wages and must be paid to employees in a timely
manner.
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Interim Provisions on Labor Dispatch

Pursuant to the Interim Provisions on Labor Dispatch (《勞務派遣暫行規定》) promulgated by
the Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security on January 24, 2014, which became
effective on March 1, 2014, dispatched workers are entitled to equal pay with full-time
employees for equal work. Employers are allowed to use dispatched workers for temporary,
auxiliary or substitutive positions, and the number of dispatched workers may not exceed 10%
of the total number of employees.

Social Insurance and Housing Fund

As required under the Regulation of Insurance for Labor Injury (《工傷保險條例》)
implemented on January 1, 2004 and amended in 2010, the Provisional Measures for Maternity
Insurance of Employees of Corporations (《企業職工生育保險試行辦法》) implemented on
January 1, 1995, the Decisions on the Establishment of a Unified Program for Old-Aged
Pension Insurance of the State Council (《國務院關於建立統一的企業職工基本養老保險制度
的決定》) issued on July 16, 1997, the Decisions on the Establishment of the Medical
Insurance Program for Urban Workers of the State Council (《國務院關於建立城鎮職工基本
醫療保險制度的決定》) promulgated on December 14, 1998, the Unemployment Insurance
Measures (《失業保險條例》) promulgated on January 22, 1999 and the Social Insurance Law
of the PRC (《中華人民共和國社會保險法》) implemented on July 1, 2011 and amended on
December 29, 2018, employers are required to provide their employees in the PRC with
welfare benefits covering pension insurance, unemployment insurance, maternity insurance,
work-related injury insurance and medical insurance. These payments are made to local
administrative authorities. Any employer that fails to make social insurance contributions may
be order to rectify the non-compliance and pay the required contributions within a prescribed
time limit and be subject to a late fee. If the employer still fails to rectify the failure to make
the relevant contributions within the prescribed time, it may be subject to a fine ranging from
one to three times the amount overdue.

In accordance with the Regulations on the Administration of Housing Funds (《住房公積金管
理條例》) which was promulgated by the State Council in 1999 and latest amended in 2019,
employers must register at the designated administrative centers and open bank accounts for
depositing employees’ housing funds. Employer and employee are also required to pay and
deposit housing funds, with an amount no less than 5% of the monthly average salary of the
employee in the preceding year in full and on time. See “Item 3. Key Information — D. Risk
Factors — Risks Related to Doing Business in China — Increases in labor costs and
enforcement of stricter labor laws and regulations in the PRC may adversely affect our business
and our profitability.”

Employee Stock Incentive Plan

Pursuant to the Notice of Issues Related to the Foreign Exchange Administration for Domestic
Individuals Participating in Stock Incentive Plan of Overseas Listed Company (《國家外匯管
理局關於境內個人參與境外上市公司股權激勵計劃外匯管理有關問題的通知》), which was
issued by the SAFE on February 15, 2012, employees, directors, supervisors, and other senior
management who participate in any stock incentive plan of a publicly-listed overseas company
and who are PRC citizens or non-PRC citizens residing in China for a continuous period of no
less than one year, subject to a few exceptions, are required to register with the SAFE through
a qualified domestic agent, which may be a PRC subsidiary of such overseas listed company,
and complete certain other procedures.
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In addition, the SAT has issued certain circulars concerning employee stock options and
restricted shares. Under these circulars, employees working in the PRC who exercise stock
options or are granted restricted shares will be subject to PRC individual income tax. The PRC
subsidiaries of an overseas listed company are required to file documents related to employee
stock options and restricted shares with relevant tax authorities and to withhold individual
income taxes of employees who exercise their stock options or purchase restricted shares. If the
employees fail to pay or the PRC subsidiaries fail to withhold income tax in accordance with
relevant laws and regulations, the PRC subsidiaries may face sanctions imposed by the tax
authorities or other PRC governmental authorities.

M&A RULES AND OVERSEAS LISTING

On August 8, 2006, six PRC governmental and regulatory agencies, including the MOFCOM
and the CSRC, promulgated the Rules on Acquisition of Domestic Enterprises by Foreign
Investors (《關於外國投資者併購境內企業的規定》) (the “M&A Rules”), governing the
mergers and acquisitions of domestic enterprises by foreign investors that became effective on
September 8, 2006 and was revised on June 22, 2009. The M&A Rules, among other things,
require that if an overseas company established or controlled by PRC companies or individuals
(the “PRC Citizens”), intends to acquire equity interests or assets of any other PRC domestic
company affiliated with the PRC Citizens, such acquisition must be submitted to the MOFCOM
for approval. The M&A Rules also require that an offshore special vehicle, or a special purpose
vehicle formed for overseas listing purposes and controlled directly or indirectly by the PRC
companies or individuals, shall obtain the approval of the CSRC prior to overseas listing and
trading of such special purpose vehicle’s securities on an overseas stock exchange.

On December 24, 2021, the CSRC released the Draft Administration Provisions and the Draft
Filing Measures, both of which had a comment period that expired on January 23, 2022.
Pursuant to the Draft Administration Provisions, these provisions shall apply to domestic
enterprises that issue shares, depository receipts, convertible corporate bonds, or other equity
instruments overseas, or list and trade their securities overseas, and the CSRC shall supervise
and administer the overseas securities offering and listing activities of domestic enterprises,
and such domestic enterprises shall go through the filing procedures with the CSRC and report
relevant information. According to the Draft Administration Provisions and the Draft Filing
Measures, domestic enterprises offering and listing overseas will need to comply with
continuous filing and reporting requirements after such offering and listing, including (i) a
reporting obligation in respect of a material event completed after the completion of an
overseas offering and listing, which arose prior to such offering and listing; (ii) filing for
follow-on offerings after the initial offering and listing; (iii) filing for share exchanges where
by the issuer issues securities to acquire assets; and (iv) a reporting obligation for material
events after the initial offering and listing. The Administrative Provisions clarify that the first
actor responsible for compliance for and overseas issuance and listing of a domestic enterprise
is the domestic enterprise itself. With respect to the domestic enterprises, non-compliance with
the Draft Administrative Provisions or an overseas listing completed in breach of them may
result in a warning or a fine of RMB1-10 million. Under severe circumstances, domestic
enterprises may be ordered to suspend their business or suspend their business pending
rectification, or their permits or businesses license may be revoked. Furthermore, the
controlling shareholder, actual controllers, directors, supervisors and other legally appointed
persons of the domestic enterprises may be warned, or fined between RMB500,000 to RMB5
million either individually or collectively. If, during the filing process, the domestic enterprises
conceal important factors or the content is materially false, and securities are not issued, they
are subject to a fine of RMB1-10 million. If the securities have been issued, the domestic
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enterprise is subject to a fine of 10-100% of the listing proceeds. With respect to the controlling
shareholder, actual controllers, directors, supervisors, and other legally appointed persons, they
are subject to a warning and fines between RMB500,000 and RMB5 million, individually or
collectively.

REGULATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES

The work of NIO USA, Inc. is highly dependent on our ability to import NIO vehicles from
China for use in various forms of research, testing and development, and to export the software
and other technology developed in the U.S. to our colleagues in China.

IMPORT

Successful vehicle importation requires compliance with regulations from U.S. Customs and
Border Protection, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Department of Transportation (DOT). Various
approvals from each of these agencies are required to both import and drive these vehicles.
These agencies also control the lifecycle of NIO vehicles in the U.S. including limitations on
how long the vehicle may stay in the U.S., and the destruction of the vehicles after the
expiration of their permitted use.

NHTSA requires certification of several vehicles features including its conformity, or lack of
conformity with federal motor vehicle safety standards (FMVSS). NHTSA determines the
scope of permissible use of imported vehicles. We must self-certify that a vehicle meets or
otherwise obtain an exemption from all applicable FMVSSs, as well as the NHTSA bumper
standard, before the vehicle can be imported into the United States.

The EPA, under the ambit of the Clean Air Act requires that we obtain a Certificate of
Conformity issued by the EPA and a California Executive Order issued by the California Air
Resources Board (CARB) with respect to emissions for our vehicles.

At the end of the vehicle’s import lifecycle we are required to dismantle the battery and destroy
the vehicle in compliance with federal, state and local laws addressing safety and
environmental protection.

EXPORT

Successful exportation of technology developed at NIO USA, Inc., including software,
hardware, demonstration boards and others, requires filing applications with the Bureau of
Industry and Security (BIS) to obtain appropriate Commodity Classifications for these goods.
Depending on the determination of the BIS, we may be required to secure specific export
licenses as permission to export. We must also comply with the regulations and standards of
U.S. Customs and Border Protection.

DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES REGULATIONS

Aside from compliance with standard motor vehicle operation laws promulgated by the
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV), we are also required to obtain and maintain specific
licenses issued by the DMV including: Vehicle Manufacturer License, Autonomous Vehicle
Testing Permit (AVT), Employer Pull Notice, and Autonomous Vehicle Tester Licenses.
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The Vehicle Manufacturer License, among other things, permit us to drive NIO vehicles on
California streets and highways for testing purposes. The AVT Permit allows us to test
autonomous vehicles in California. The DMV requires us to enroll in the Employer Pull Notice
program which periodically provides driving reports for NIO vehicle testing drivers alerting us
to any motor vehicle violations the driver may have incurred. The Autonomous Vehicle Tester
License is a certification provided to our testing drivers after they have completed a required
training course and have passed additional verifications. The maintenance and renewability of
these licenses requires submission of various certifications and reports, the most significant of
which is an annual “Disengagement Report” which addresses the safety of our autonomous
testing.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY FILING AND PROTECTION

Our success depends, at least in part, on our ability to protect our core technology and
intellectual property. To accomplish this, we rely on a combination of patents, patent
applications, trade secrets, including know-how, employee and third party nondisclosure
agreements, copyright laws, trademarks, intellectual property licenses and other contractual
rights to establish and protect our proprietary rights in our technology. We must also protect
our IP from infringement and inappropriate and unlicensed use to avoid competitors from using
and profiting from our inventions, and to protect our brand and reputation from counterfeit
merchandise.

In addition, patent applications filed in foreign countries are subject to laws, rules and
procedures that differ from those of the United States.

EMPLOYMENT LAWS

NIO USA, Inc. employs over 50 employees making it subject to numerous federal, state, local
and municipal labor and employment laws and regulations. California is well-known as an
employee-centric state, so strict compliance with all applicable laws in order to avoid fines,
penalties, and lawsuits is required. Some of the most critical laws address: employee pay and
benefits, anti-discrimination, anti-harassment, anti-retaliation, and data privacy and protection.

REGULATIONS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

NIO Performance Engineering Limited (“NIO UK”) is a private company limited by shares,
incorporated in England and Wales.

DATA PROTECTION

The primary pieces of data protection legislation to which NIO UK is subject, by virtue of the
fact that it processes personal data of UK and EEA citizens, include the Data Protection Act
2018 (the “DPA”), the EU General Data Protection Regulation (the “GDPR”) and the retained
UK version of the GDPR (the “UK GDPR”) (collectively referred to as the “DP Legislation”).
The purpose of the DP Legislation is to ensure the protection of UK and EEA citizens’ personal
data, to ensure such data is processed securely, fairly and transparently and to restrict the way
such data is shared with third parties, including internationally. The DP Legislation also
enshrines certain rights for individuals, which may be enforced against companies, including
rights to access their data or have it deleted.
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The DP Legislation includes robust penalties for non-compliance, including fines of up to 4%
of an organization’s global annual turnover. The legislation requires those entities subject to it
to give specific types of information and notices to data subjects (which will include
customers, suppliers and its own staff) and in some cases seek consent from such data subjects
before collecting or using their data for certain purposes, including but not limited to some
marketing activities.

NIO UK processes personal data with respect to its employees, contractors, suppliers and other
third parties and consequently the DP Legislation will apply to all such data processed by NIO
UK.

ANTI-BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION

In the UK, the primary legislation governing anti-bribery and corruption – with which NIO UK
is required to comply – is the Bribery Act 2010 (the “BA”). The BA has “extra-territorial”
effect with the aim of preventing the giving or receiving of bribes (including low level
facilitation or “grease” payments) regardless of where such acts take place – i.e. whether in the
UK or any other country in the world.

The BA includes a corporate offence of “failure to prevent bribery” which puts an onus on
companies to have in place a set of “adequate procedures” to prevent bribery within their
organization and supply chain globally – such procedures may include: staff and supplier
training; policies; senior level commitment; and due diligence on suppliers and associated
parties. The BA creates both civil and criminal offences, while penalties for breaching the
legislation include fines and imprisonment (including for directors where a company is liable
for failure to prevent bribery).

EMPLOYMENT LAWS

NIO UK currently employs approximately 42 individuals, who are principally involved in
providing research and development services for the Company. The Employment Rights Act
1996 (“ERA”) is the primary piece of legislation which governs the relationship between NIO
UK and those of its employees who provide services in England and Wales. The ERA regulates
matters such as particulars of employment, protection of wages, whistleblowing, protection
from detriment in employment, time off work, leave for maternity, paternity and adoption,
shared parental leave and parental leave, flexible working, termination of employment, unfair
dismissal, redundancy and redundancy payments.

NIO UK is also subject to other various other statutes which apply with respect to its
employment arrangements in England and Wales, including (a) Working Time Regulations
1998 which covers matter such as holiday and holiday pay, working hours and rest breaks; (b)
Fixed Term Employees (Prevention of Less Favorable Treatment) Regulations 2002 which
covers treatment of fixed term employees; (c) Part-Time Workers (Prevention of Less
Favorable Treatment) Regulations 2002 which covers treatment of part-time workers; (d)
Equality Act 2010 which provides protection against unlawful discrimination in employment;
(e) Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 which covers occupational health and safety; (f)
Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations 2006 which, amongst other
things, provides restrictions on varying terms and conditions of employment in connection with
a transfer; (g) Trade Union and Labor Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 which, amongst
other things, provides for consultation requirements in respect of collective dismissals; and (h)
Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 and Patents Act 1977, which together create a
statutory framework for employers to own the inventions and literary work made or created by
their employees in the course of their employment.
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REGULATIONS IN GERMANY

NIO GmbH (“NIO Germany”) is a company with limited liability organized and existing
under the laws of Germany with its statutory seat in Munich, Germany. The corporate purpose
of NIO Germany consists in the development, production and distribution of electric vehicles
and components as well as their respective accessories. Within these limits, NIO Germany is
entitled to undertake all acts and measures necessary or desirable to achieve the object of NIO
Germany.

DATA PROTECTION

The European General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2016/679, “GDPR”)
provides for the framework for data protection in Europe. Although directly applicable in all
EU Member States, the GDPR does in some cases allow for derogations or specifications
by the Member States. German data protection laws are in particular the Federal Data
Protection Act (Bundesdatenschutzgesetz) and various State Data Protection Acts
(Landesdatenschutzgesetze). This regime regulates the protection of natural persons with
regard to the processing of personal data and the free movement of such data. The GDPR also
includes certain rights for individuals, which may be enforced against companies, including but
not limited to the rights to access, rectification or deletion.

This regime contains stringent data protection rules and provides for potential high penalties
as well as damage claims by data subjects in case of lack of compliance. GDPR compliance
entails certain expenses and efforts in order to achieve and ensure compliance (including
appropriate training of employees, designation of a data protection officer, adjustments of
processes, and monitoring by legal and compliance teams, among other required measures).
The GDPR requires those entities subject to it to be transparent regarding their data processing
operations, which is typically done by giving specific notices to data subjects (which will
include customers, suppliers and staff). Each processing operation needs a legal basis, which
in some cases requires to seek consent from data subjects before collecting or using their data
for certain purposes, including but not limited to some marketing activities.

NIO Germany processes personal data with respect to its employees, contractors and others,
and consequently the GDPR applies to such data processed by NIO Germany.

CONTRACTS AND GENERAL COMPLIANCE

The German Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch) and the German Commercial Code govern
any contractual agreements between NIO Germany and its contractual partners which are
subject to German law. When goods or services should be sold online by NIO Germany the
German Civil Code would require NIO Germany to observe special information duties.
Consumers are entitled to revoke contracts on goods purchased online within 14 days without
cause.

German anti-bribery laws are not laid down in one single legislation, but in several laws and
regulations. In addition, potentially also foreign legislation might apply to NIO Germany due
to the exterritorial effect of such legislation.
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EMPLOYMENT LAWS

NIO Germany currently has approximately 190 full-time employees. German labour and
employment relations are regulated by a number of different laws and regulations (for example,
Act on Protection against Unfair Dismissal, Act on Working Hours, Federal Vacation Act, Act
on Continued Remuneration with regard to sick pay, Minimum Wage Act, Act on Temporary
Employment, Works Constitution Act, Act on Collective Bargaining Agreements), case law,
collective bargaining agreements, works agreements and individual employment contracts.

In general, in business units with more than 10 employees, the requirements for a valid notice
and restrictions on terminations are governed by the Act on Protection Against Unfair
Dismissal. The employer must observe certain form requirements for terminations. In
particular a termination requires a justification on social grounds and is restricted in case of
officially acknowledged handicapped or pregnant employees.
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